Typical methods for binaural source separation consider only the direct sound as the target signal in a mixture. However, in most scenarios, this assumption limits the source separation performance. It is well known that the early reflections interact with the direct sound, producing acoustic effects at the listening position, e.g. the so-called comb filter effect. In this article, we propose a novel source separation model, that utilizes both the direct sound and the first early reflection information to model the comb filter effect. This is done by observing the interaural phase difference obtained from the time-frequency representation of binaural mixtures. Furthermore, a method is proposed to model the interaural coherence of the signals. Including information related to the sound multipath propagation, the performance of the proposed separation method is improved with respect to the baselines that did not use such information, as illustrated by using binaural recordings made in four rooms, having different sizes and reverberation times.
aids [7] , or improve security systems [8] . Spatial audio can also rely on it, to produce object-based audio [9] . Robust speech processing is another target area [10] .
In typical conditions, a sound produced by a source interacts with its environment during propagation, before it reaches a listening position. This multipath propagation is defined by its room impulse response (RIR), i.e. an acoustic signal describing the propagation of sound from source to listening position. RIRs have three parts: direct sound, early reflections, and late reverberation [11] . The direct sound carries information related to the source. Late reverberation provides clues about the size of the environment, without directional information [12] . Instead, early reflections affect the human sound perception, by conveying a directional sense of the geometry of the environment [13] . This generates auditory effects, for instance modifying the source width perception [14] . Moreover, being coherent with the direct sound, strong early reflections modify the perceived sound coloration, by generating a comb filter effect [15] . Hence, acoustic multipath properties should be considered in the design of source separation methods [16] .
Many different approaches can be found in the literature to tackle the source separation problem. However, most of them do not explicitly model the acoustic multipath properties. For instance, in the well-known Model-based Expectation Maximization Source Separation and Localization (MESSL) method [17] only the direct sound interaural cues (i.e. the interaural phase difference (IPD) and interaural level difference (ILD)) were modeled, without considering any early reflection effect. Furthermore, although a garbage source was defined to indirectly deal with the late reverberation, there was not any formal attempt to model the reverb.
The aim of this article is to investigate how information related to early reflections can improve source separation methods, in general. Such information can be potentially used in many source separation methods, either unsupervised or supervised. Here, we selected MESSL [17] as a baseline method due to its unsupervised nature, and the convenience in incorporating the early reflections information into its IPD model. We extended MESSL [17] , by emulating the comb filter effect produced by the early reflections. To do so, we define parametric functions in the time-frequency (TF) domain, and model the behavior of the IPD, by considering the interaction between the direct sound and the first arriving early reflection. The first reflection is chosen to be included into the model as it is the one that most affects the spatial cues [18] . Similar to MESSL, we also use an ILD model, which considers the direct sound cue, and the garbage source.
In addition to the comb filter effect, we propose a model that separates the reverberation's effect from the rest of the RIR's. This is done by approximating the human capability of separating sounds in reverberant environments. Specifically, we model the interaural coherence (IC) of indivual sources in the mixture, similar to what was introduced in [19] . However, there, the target source was assumed to be in front of the listener. Here, we propose an approach that is not limited by this, but works for any target source position.
The main novelties of this article include:
• a new IPD model, considering both direct sound and first reflection, to approximate the comb filter effect; • an extension of the MESSL IPD model, employing the target signal IC; • an additional novel source separation method, obtained by combining the two new models above; • the application of a source and image source localization algorithm to initialize the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm used to estimate the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) parameters, and one deep-learning approach using an MLP architecture with two hidden layers to generate the TF mask. Since the novel IPD model approximates the early reflection information, the first new pipeline is named as Early Reflection MESSL (ER-MESSL). The second novel pipeline uses the IC of the estimated target signal, hence, its name is IC-MESSL. By combining the new IPD model with the IC based model, we obtain the third proposed method, thus named as ERIC-MESSL. Finally, there is need for the employed EM algorithm to be initialized. Since our proposed methods combine the direct sound and first reflection information, we employ our Image Source Direction and Ranging (ISDAR) [20] to initialize it, by localizing the target source and related image source [21] . A comparative evaluation of early and late models is performed and reported as additional contribution. The challenging two source binaural speech mixture scenario was analyzed, by employing signal and perceptual objective measures. In the experimental section, we also evaluate the improvement given by considering early reflection information in a state-of-the-art deep learning based method, for supervised speech separation. Through this, we further demonstrate that early reflection information improves source separation methods' performance, including deep learning, and that this can be potentially applied to many approaches in the literature.
The overall structure of this article is as follows: in Section II, related source separation methods are discussed; Section III defines the theoretical foundations of the proposed approach. In Sections IV and V, the proposed interaural cue models for the comb filter and IC are presented, respectively. Section VI describes the source separation algorithm. In Section VII, the experiments are described, with related results and discussion. Finally, Section VIII draws the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK IN SPEECH SOURCE SEPARATION
Many approaches can be found in the literature to tackle the source separation problem. Some of them exploit a-priori information about basis functions representing the signals in the mixture [22] . Others employ the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to learn sparse representation of speech sources [23] [24] [25] [26] . The independent component analysis (ICA) [27] is also used to decompose the mixture into independent signals, by projecting the mixtures into different domains. Scenarios where multiple microphones are available were also investigated [28] [29] [30] [31] , e.g. using beamformers [32] , [33] . Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) became widely popular, when large training datasets are available [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
TF masking is a popular approach, which assigns different weights to the mixture, in the TF domain [39] . In [17] , the authors presented the MESSL method which uses binaural signals. Two interaural cues were exploited, i.e. the ILD and the IPD, relating the azimuthal sound direction of arrival (DOA) to the head orientation [40] . The method presented in [41] utilized, instead, the so called mixing vector (MV). For each frequency bin, this vector contains the time invariant frequency response component of the room. In both [17] and [41] , the probability of each TF point belonging to a specific source in the mixture was determined. From this probability, TF masks were generated. In [42] , the two methods proposed in [17] and [41] were combined, constructing a probability distribution that takes into account the three cues ILD, IPD and MV. In [43] , a high-dimensional vector, constructed by combining the IPD and ILD cues, was projected onto a 2D space, represented by the sound azimuth and elevation DOA. A regression approach located the sources, and estimated the TF masks. The IC cue was then employed in [44] .
In the literature, yet few works can be found that consider both direct sound and early reflections. In [45] , the source separation problem was divided into different procedures, by applying deconvolution to each individual reflection. However, the performance degrades with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions. In [46] , a variation of the ICA method [47] was used to estimate the time-dependent mixing system, considering the multipath propagation. However, with the ICA approach, the effect of its classical permutation problem was exacerbated by the incorrect RIR components' alignment. Deconvolution of the received signals was proposed in [48] , by employing simulated RIRs. These RIRs were estimated by matching the temporal support of recorded ones. Nevertheless, binaural effects, such as head shadowing and pinnae influence, were not considered. Multichannel microphone arrays were used in [33] , where beamformers were designed to have their directivty patterns characterized by multiple beams, to simultaneously extract direct sound and early reflections. Results show improvement with respect to classical beamforming. However, they were tested only with simulated RIRs. The work in [49] demonstrated the benefit of including reflection information in source separation models, by employing a NMF approach. Nevertheless, only simulated RIRs were employed.
In this article, we consider the first arriving early reflection and related direct sound, to propose a binaural model that increases the robustness in reverberant environments, by estimating TF masks. It is based on [17] , nevertheless, the proposed model could be potentially adapted to work with other methods described above, from beamformers to DNNs.
III. BACKGROUND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we provide a general overview of the adopted approach, and discuss the assumptions. The definitions of the general elements of the proposed architecture (e.g. binaural RIRs (BRIRs) and interaural spectrograms) are also given.
A. General Overview of the Proposed Method
Classical source separation methods exploit features related to the direct sound to separate the target sound from a mixture. In [17] , the authors presented one of the first models to deal with the reverberation, by proposing the "garbage" source. In this article, we model two perceptual effects: the comb filter and IC. Through the former we aim to model the first early reflection, in a constructive fashion, to enhance the sound produced by the target speaker. The latter models the reverberation, by aiding the garbage source in suppressing it.
B. Proposed Method Assumptions
In the proposed source separation method, assumptions were made, defining its scientific boundaries as follows:
• The number of sources L is known a-priori;
• Source signals are sparse in the TF domain; • The mixing system is time invariant; • The first reflection has a dominant specular component; • Sources are sufficiently far from the reflectors; • The first early reflection is coherent with the direct sound.
Although L has to be known a-priori, there is no restriction on it with respect to the number of microphones M , thus, the method can be also applied to underdetermined scenarios. Sparsity over the TF domain corresponds to the assumption of having, for each TF bin, only one of the sources dominating the mixture. Sources and microphones are assumed to be static within a static environment, i.e. the mixing system is time invariant. Where the first reflection has a dominant specular component, it is detected from RIRs to initialize the EM re-estimation. The sources have to be distant enough from the reflectors, in order to have the first reflection arriving between 5 ms and 40 ms later than the direct sound. Finally, the assumption of coherence between the first reflection and direct sound allow them to be modeled as a comb filter. The later reflections, having a more stochastic nature, are assumed to be incoherent and modeled through the IC, with the reverb.
C. Binaural Room Impulse Response
A RIR is a signal that characterizes the acoustics of an environment with respect to source and sensor positions. RIRs that are recorded by microphones in ear canals of a dummy head, are usually known as BRIRs. They are defined as:
where i ∈ [1, 2] ∈ N and l are the microphone and source indexes, respectively; n is the discrete time index, T m indicates the last early reflection, and w i,l (n) represents the late reverberation, whereas e is the reflection index (e = 0 indicates the direct sound). h e,i,l is a function describing the reflection. n e,i,l represents the reflection times of arrival (TOAs). Following the assumption of having dominant specular components, the early reflections are approximated by Dirac deltas δ(n) of different amplitudes P e,i,l . For source separation purpose, we consider the direct sound and first reflection components (i.e. e = {0, 1}) (see Fig. 1 ): h 0,1,l (n) = P 0,1,l δ(n − n 0,1,l ); h 1,1,l (n) = P 1,1,l δ(n − n 1,1,l ); h 0,2,l (n) = P 0,2,l δ(n − n 0,2,l ); h 1,2,l (n) = P 1,2,l δ(n − n 1,2,l ).
(2)
D. Comb Filter and Interaural Coherence
In environments where the first reflection is delayed between 5 ms and 40 ms to the direct sound, the coloration of the sound perceived is different from the one produced [14] . In signal processing, the superimposition of a signal with its delayed version is the result of comb filtering the signal, hence, we model this perceptual effect as a comb filter effect (see Fig. 2 ).
Reverberation is a diffuse component of the RIR that makes source separation more challenging by smearing the target signal, both temporally and spatially. Thus it is useful for robust separation to suppress it. With spaced microphones, reverberation signals are decorrelated above a certain frequency [50] . With binaural microphones, IC measures the two signals correlation, hence we use it to model the reverberation.
E. Interaural Spectrogram
Following the definition of BRIR in Equation (1), the mixtures received at the i-th sensor can be written as:
where x l (n) is the signal generated by the l-th source, w i,l (n) is the convolutive white Gaussian noise, L is the number of sources, and " * " is the convolution operator. Since the human auditory system analyzes the received mixtures in the TF domain [51] , we use the the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to calculate the TF representation of y i (n):
where m is the discrete time frame index, whereas ω is the angular frequency. I i,l (ω) is not time dependent, by assuming the mixing system to be time-invariant. Considering binaural systems, the interaural spectrogram is defined as [17] :
where α ILD (m, ω) and φ IPD (m, ω) are the ILD and IPD of the observation, respectively, and j = √ −1.
IV. MODELING THE COMB FILTER EFFECT
The IPD and ILD cues can be modeled to generate probability distributions for identifying the dominant source, given each TF bin. The novel IPD model that approximates the comb filter effect is proposed in this section. Furthermore, the ILD model (that was presented in [17] ) is described. Finally, these two are combined into a joint probability distribution.
In the proposed model (as in MESSL [17] ), sound sources are assumed to be spatially quasi-static: they have to be static within the time interval under investigation. Nonetheless, as a potential extension for future work, one could employ a tracking system, that would provide the model with updated time delays (i.e. n e,i,l ). Using audio only, beamformers could be used to estimate constantly the DOAs of the direct sound and early reflections. Alternatively, one could track sources by employing a particle filter [52] , or a multimodal approach [53] .
A. Interaural Level and Phase Differences
The proposed IPD model is defined to match the behavior of the observed IPD and is different from previous work where only the direct sound information was used [17] . By assuming ideal BRIRs as formed by direct sound and first reflection (see Fig. 1 ), the two channel frequency responses are:
Their ratio is the interaural frequency response model is shown in (7) at the bottom of this page. The phase of this equation, denoted asÎ ang l (ω), corresponds to the proposed IPD model, and it is one of the main novelties of this article. For the l-th source, the difference between the observed IPD φ IPD (m, ω) and its model is the phase residual:
that is wrapped into the interval [−π π); and:
where n DS l = n 0,2,l − n 0,1,l , n DF l = n 1,1,l − n 0,1,l , and n ST l = n 1,2,l − n 1,1,l . An example of the IPD model fitting an ideal IPD observation is shown in Fig. 3 , together with a visual comparison of the MESSL IPD model [17] . The ideal IPD observation was obtained from a synthetic BRIR composed of only direct sound and first reflection. From this figure, it is clear that our proposed ER-MESSL IPD model fits the observed data better than MESSL, by considering the comb filter effect. In Fig. 4 , we also report the IPD function related to a mixture of two sources, generated using recorded BRIRs. The two sources' contributions are well visible from the figure on the left, as two linear patterns having opposite gradients. From the figure on the right, it is also visible that our proposed ER-MESSL model fits one of the two sources.
The ILD cue, α ILD l (m, ω), is modeled, similar to [17] , by considering directly the frequency-dependent BRIR, as:
where "| · |" indicates the absolute value. 
B. Interaural Cue Probability Distributions
For the ILD cue, the probability of each TF bin being associated to source l can be written as a Gaussian distribution [42] :
where μ ILD l (ω) is the mean, and σ ILD 2 l (ω) is the variance. Regarding the IPD cue, a top-down approach is used to wrap the signal phase between ±π [17] .φ IPD l (m, ω; C l ) is modeled by a Gaussian distribution: (12) where μ IPD l (ω; C l ) and σ IPD 2 l (ω; C l ) are the IPD distribution mean and variance, respectively.
To sum up, by assuming the IPD and ILD observations as being conditionally independent given their related parameters, their probability distributions can be combined as:
where
(ω; C l )}. This probability distribution identifies the proposed comb filter model, that was conceived to approximate the interaction between the received direct sound and first early reflection, i.e. two strongly coherent signals. This model does not take into account either later reflections or reverberation, which are, in this article, dealt by the IC model.
V. MODELING THE INTERAURAL COHERENCE
To suppress reverberation, the idea is to identify those areas in the TF domain that are dominated by the direct sound, and the strong early reflections. The direct sound and a strong reflection recorded at the two ears are highly correlated and coherent. In contrast, the late reverberation is diffuse, and does not present correlation between the binaural signals, at every frequency. Thus, we use the IC to create a probability mask, based on the coherence level, for every TF bin [19] .
A. Interaural Coherence TF Mask
The process we employed to calculate the IC of a signal follows an approach that was originally proposed in [54] , for dereverberation. For each TF bin, the auto-power spectral density of the two channels i = {1, 2} is calculated as:
where 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 is a smoothing factor determined as κ = 1/(τ · f s ), with τ = 10 ms being a time constant and f s the sampling frequency [55] . The cross-power spectral density between the two channels is:
with [·] * indicating the complex conjugate operation. From (14) and (15), the magnitude squared coherence is:
The values of Γ 1,2 (m, ω) are constrained between 0 and 1, thus, Γ 1,2 (m, ω) is employed as the TF soft mask that models the IC. To do so, it will be used as prior mask during the posterior probability calculation, that will be described in Section VI-B 1 .
is computed from the observation by employing the equations defined in [55] . The aim of modeling the IC is to suppress remaining early reflections and late reverberation, i.e. the BRIR parts that are not modeled by the comb filter. A similar approach to calculate an IC based TF mask was employed in [19] . However, there, the target source was assumed to be in front of the listener. Here, we do not make any assumption regarding the position of the target source. Its position is estimated by ISDAR, the algorithm described later, in Section VI-C. Having the target source position, we then calculate Γ 1,2 (m, ω) by analyzing the BRIR related to the estimated DOA.
B. The Garbage Source
Late reflections and reverberation are problematic components of the acoustics that are undesiderable in the comb-filter model, proposed in Section IV, as their first-order statistics are unreliable. Hence, the IC model described above is used to suppress these components of the BRIRs by consideration of their second-order statistics. In addition to this, we utilize a garbage source, as in [17] . It represents noise dominating the TF bins that are not claimed by any of the other sources.
The parameters Ξ G used to model the garbage source are the same as those used by the other sources to define the distribution in Equation (13) . The difference is the initialization, since the garbage source is used to model the noise sources, such as background noise, measurement noise, and reverberation.
VI. SOURCE SEPARATION MODEL REESTIMATION
The EM is described here, along with the log-likelihood used to optimize the parameters of the proposed models.
A. Parameter Estimation From Mixtures
The parameters characterizing the interaural cue probability models are Ω l = {Ξ l , , β l,C l }, where β l,C l is the marginal class membership, described as the joint probability of each TF bin being dominated by source l with the IPD model parameters C l : β l,C l = p(l, C l ). These parameters can be estimated for a specific source l. This is a trivial problem upon the availability of the dominant source information for each TF bin. However, whether the source l is dominating a specific TF bin is not directly observable from the mixtures. On the other hand, l can be inferred from the interaural cues and observed models, that are not known a-priori. This missing data problem is solved by the EM algorithm.
The log-likelihood of the observations can be then defined as in [17] , however, with the additional IC distribution:
This definition assumes that the IC, IPD and ILD cues are independent. As a result, the joint probability is written as the product of individual probabilities. In addition, the number of sources must be specified a-priori [17] . Note that the inclusion of the IC into the log-likelihood function is different from previous approaches, such as [19] . There, the IC mask was multiplied by the TF representation of the mixture. Equation (17) represents the proposed ERIC-MESSL.
B. Expectation-Maximization (EM)
The EM algorithm is used to estimate the parameters and probability at each TF bin. Γ 1,2 (m, ω|l) is considered as a prior, and not updated during the iterations. During the E-step, the occupation likelihood of source l with parameters C l is calculated for each TF bin, given α ILD (m, ω) andφ IPD (m, ω):
This expectation is then used in the M-step, to re-estimate the parameters, and maximize the likelihood. The ILD parameters are updated as [42] :
whereas the IPD residual parameters are updated as:
Also the marginal class membership is updated:
where B is the total number of TF bins. The model parameters that are found during the last EM iteration are selected as the final estimation. Probabilistic masks are generated by marginalizing over the estimated C l :
The separated source signal l can finally be obtained as:
The seven interaural model parameters defined in C l are treated in the EM as hidden variables. Specifically, they are modeled as discrete random variables, where the sets of allowed values are specified a-priori, as in [17] . The parameters in C l are not internally updated by the EM algorithm. Instead, every allowed value combination is tested [17] . The combination that maximizes the log-likelihood is then chosen. Since the proposed IPD model in ER-MESSL and ERIC-MESSL is composed of seven parameters C l (Equation (9)), it involves a seven dimensional space when trying to find the best combination of them, hence it is computationally expensive. Therefore, the amplitudes P e,i,l are fixed; only the initialized value is allowed. The timedependent parameters' allowed ranges were found empirically, as in Table I .
C. Model Initialization
The initialization part plays a crucial role for the EM algorithm performance, since the log-likelihood is not convex. I  RANGE SIZES FOR THE ALLOWED VALUES AROUND THE INITIALIZED IPD  MODEL PARAMETERS A poor initialization leads to local maxima, thus affecting the source separation results. The estimated source and image source positions are used to initialize the time-dependent parameters n DF l , n DS l and n ST l . Instead, the amplitudes P 0,1,l , P 1,1,l , P 0,2,l , P 1,2,l are initialized by analyzing the BRIR that is related to the estimated DOA. Therefore, the early reflection information is not pre-estimated, but found and refined by the proposed system at each iteration. The microphone array is only used to initialize the EM algorithm.
In [17] , only the direct sound was used to model the source, and the parameters were initialized by using the GCC-PHAT algorithm [56] . In our proposed method, correct localization of the first reflection is also crucial. Source and image source positions are estimated through our ISDAR method [20] . This method relies on RIRs recorded via a multichannel microphone array, placed at the same listener position. We chose this since, to our knowledge, no method in the literature can reliably localize reflections, given binaural recordings. However, other kinds of approaches could be also employed, for instance, audio-visual based methods [57] .
ISDAR is based on spherical coordinates. Direct sound and reflection TOAsn e,i,l are estimated through the clustered dynamic programming projected phase-slope algorithm (C-DYPSA), that we proposed in [20] , whereas azimuth DOAs Θ e,l are estimated through the delay-and-sum beamformer [20] , [58] . Considering the listener at the center of the coordinate system, the radial distances of the source and image source are calculated as ρ e,l = 1 M M i=1 (n e,i,l c 0 ), where c 0 is the sound speed, andn e,i,l is either the estimated direct sound (e = 0) or first reflection (e = 1) TOA. The source and image source positions in the Cartesian coordinate system are given by b x,e,l = ρ e,l cos Θ e,l and b y,e,l = ρ e,l sin Θ e,l . Knowing the listener position, these values are converted into TDOAs to populate Equation (9) . The amplitudes P e,i,l are calculated by directly analyzing the BRIRs at the reflection TOAn e,i,l .
Regarding the ILD distribution, the value of the ILD prior mean is estimated by utilizing a set of synthetic binaural RIRs, as in [17] . The garbage source is initialized to have a uniform distribution across IPD, and a uniform ILD distribution with zero mean for all frequencies.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the results of a set of experiments are described.
In these experiments, we consider mixtures of speech signals in four different recorded environments. When only the IC is modeled, and MESSL is used to model only the direct sound, the proposed method is named as IC-MESSL. When the comb filter effect is modeled, extending MESSL in that sense, without considering any prior knowledge regarding the IC, the proposed method is ER-MESSL. Otherwise, if both the comb filter and the IC are modeled, the novel method is named as ERIC-MESSL. The three proposed methods are compared to MESSL [17] . The ranges of allowed parameters for the comb filter model are in Table I , for each dataset.
At the end of this section, we also show that other separation algorithms would benefit from the inclusion of early reflection information. We extend a deep learning based state-of-the-art method. Different from MESSL, which is an unsupervised method, the deep learning approach is used to demonstrate that improvements can be achieved also for supervised methods.
A. Datasets
BRIRs 2 were recorded in four rooms, characterized with different size and reverberation time (RT60). The four rooms are named as "Vislab," "Digital World Research Centre" (DWRC), "BBC Usability Laboratory" (BBC UL), and "Studio1". Their plan views are shown in Fig. 5 , whereas the RT60 s are in Table II , together with the number of loudspeaker positions L TOT and their lateral angles. Two different dummy heads were employed (i.e. a Cortex Manikin Mk2 Binaural Head and Torso Simulator and a Neumann KU100 dummy head), depending on their availability for the recordings. To obtain data for the initialization, a 48-channel bi-circular array with a typical microphone spacing of 21 mm and an aperture of 212 mm was utilized to record RIRs [20] . 3 The dummy head and bi-circular array were recorded separately, to avoid interference effects. [60] , and the average target-interferer separation angle (AVG-TISA). These will allow a more comprehensive discussion over the separation performance achieved. DRR is calculated as the ratio between the energy carried by the direct sound and the rest of the BRIR. AVG-TISA is the mean lateral angle separating the target source from the interferer, considering all the possible target-interferer combinations. DRR and AVG-TISA characterizing the four datasets are reported in Table II , together with the related RT60 s, and DRRs.
Rooms: Vislab was an acoustically treated room at the University of Surrey, where the "Surrey Sound Sphere," having radius of 1.68 m, was assembled. The loudspeakers were clamped on the sphere equator. The dummy head employed was the Cortex Manikin Mk2 Binaural Head and Torso Simulator. Both dummy head and bi-circular microphone array were placed at the sound sphere center.
DWRC is furnished as a living room-like area. Its acoustics are representative of typical domestic living rooms. A Cortex Manikin Mk2 Binaural Head and Torso Simulator sat on a sofa. The bi-circular array was positioned right behind it.
BBC UL is a room at the BBC R&D center, in Salford, UK. Similar to DWRC, it is furnished to resemble a typical living room environment. A Neumann KU100 dummy head was positioned on an armchair and the bi-circular array of microphones was separately measured at the same position.
Since the RT60 s related to the three already introduced rooms were similar, an additional room was chosen: Studio1, a large recording studio at the University of Surrey. A Cortex Manikin Mk2 Binaural Head and Torso Simulator was used as dummy head. The loudspeaker positions were selected to have their height similar to the dummy head's. The microphone array was positioned about 2 m far from the dummy head. Therefore, the image source positions found by this array were first manually modified, according to the dummy head position, before being used to initialize the EM. Depending on the loudspeaker-microphone positions in each room, reflections are generated from either the floor or lateral walls. Examples of RIRs for these two cases are depicted in Fig. 6 .
The Utterances: Fifteen utterances, of 3 s length, were randomly selected from the TIMIT acoustic-phonetic continuous Fig. 6 . Two BRIR absolute values, for a frontal source, zoomed into their direct sound and first reflection. On the left, reflection is generated by the floor, thus it arrives at the two ears simultaneously; on the right, reflection arrives from a lateral wall, thus there is a difference in TOAs and amplitudes. speech corpus [61] . For each combination of target source and interferer(s), U = 15 random combinations of the fifteen utterances were selected and tested. Therefore, the number of mixtures generated and tested for each dataset is:
where the symbol "()" represents the binomial coefficient, L is the number of sources in the mixture, and L TOT is the total number of loudspeaker positions available in the dataset. The utterances were normalized before applying the convolutions to have the same root mean square energy.
B. Evaluation Metrics
The source to distortion ratio (SDR) metric is based on signal energy ratios, thus, is typically reported in dB. Following Equation (4), the ideal target signal l, that arrives at channel i free from any interference and noise, can be defined as:
Hence, the sourceŷ i,l (m, ω), separated by a source separation method as in Equation (23), can be decomposed as [62] : (26) where E interf is the interference error term, E noise the noise error term, and E artif errors provided by general artifacts. We chose the SDR, since it emphasizes all the three error terms [62] :
where || · || represents the Euclidean norm operator. Once the SDR for each of the Υ combinations of sources is obtained, the overall result for the dataset is calculated as their mean
where υ is the tested mixture index. As clean reference, we employed the target utterance convolved with the related BRIR direct sound. This is also used for the other performance metrics, described below. To extract the direct sound component from the BRIRs, we truncated them by using a Hamming window, centered at the direct sound TOA.
The perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) has been widely employed to evaluate processed speech quality [63] . This is related to the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of human subjective assessments, therefore, the PESQ unit of measure is MOS. Before proceeding with the PESQ value calculation, y i,l (m, ω) and y tar i,l (m, ω) are aligned in time, in terms of amplitudes and delays, by employing Wiener filters [63] . Through two parameters that model symmetric and asymmetric disturbances, a parametric function is then employed, mapping the differences between the processed version ofŷ i,l (m, ω) and y tar i,l (m, ω), to subjective assessment results [63] . The overall PESQ is the mean over the Υ target-interferer combinations, as PESQ = 1 Υ Υ υ=1 PESQ υ . Another aspect that has to be evaluated in speech signals separated via source separation algorithms is intelligibility. To do so, we employ the extended short-time objective intelligibility (ESTOI) metric [64] . ESTOI is a function of the separated signalŷ i,l (m, ω) and the clean reference y tar i,l (m, ω). The goal of ESTOI is to produce an index (that we name as ESTOI υ ) that is monotonically related to the intelligibility ofŷ i,l (m, ω) [64] . The overall ESTOI is the mean over the Υ target-interferer combinations:
C. Control Masks
Performance bounds are needed to perform a fair evaluation of source separation systems [65] . Reference signals are generated from the mixtures, for comparison with the output of the proposed source separation methods. For the lower bound, random TF masks were applied to the mixture. For the upper bound, we chose to calculate the ideal binary mask M IBM l (m, ω), also known as ORACLE mask [66] . It is generated, for each source l, by comparing the l-th signal energy E tar l (n, ω), for each TF bin, with respect to the interferers' E int l (m, ω) in the mixture:
where l is referred to a source that is other than l. This equation could have also been defined by looking at the source that is louder than the sum of all other sources, instead of the loudest in general. Nevertheless, for our experiments in this article, this would not change the results, since we are focusing on cases where there are only two sources in the mixtures.
D. Source Separation Experiments
The experiments performed were focused on analyzing the source separation performance, employing mixtures composed of two sources (L = 2), i.e. target and interferer. These experiments were designed to compare our three novel methods (i.e. IC-MESSL, ER-MESSL and ERIC-MESSL) with the baseline (i.e. MESSL [17] ), that models only the direct sound IPD, by calculating the SDR and PESQ scores. Results obtained by applying the ideal masks are also reported as reference.
The number of maximum iterations for the EM algorithm was set, for all the experiments, to be 16. The smoothing factor to calculate the IC was set to be κ = 0.5. The BRIRs and the utterances introduced in Section VII-A were utilized to create the reverberant mixtures described in Equation (3). Since the BRIRs were recorded having, within the same dataset, constant distance between loudspeakers and listening position, the targetto-interferer ratio (TIR) in the mixture was equal to 0 dB. This choice was made to focus the evaluation on the source separation methods' performance, by avoiding their dependency on the variation in utterance energy and source distance. Furthermore, TIR equal to 0 dB represents a challenging case, where no distinction can be made between target and interferer by looking at their energy levels.
Examples of masks generated by MESSL and the proposed ER-MESSL are depicted in Fig. 7 . We can observe that differences between the two masks are pronounced. These differences lead to the TF representation of the signal separated through ERIC-MESSL to be more similar to the groundtruth target signal, when compared to MESSL's separated signal.
For our experiments we used the open-source code of MESSL, where we set to the frequency-dependent parameter modeling option. The tested MESSL model, hence, includes a nonparametric modeling of the "impurities" around the direct sound component. Nevertheless, in MESSL, the early reflection model was not directly defined through parameters. Instead, we drive our system to extract the information related to both direct sound and early reflection. We also use the frequency-dependent parameter modelling (pre-implemented in MESSL) to model the impurities around the estimation.
E. Source Separation Results
The SDR side of Table III shows that ERIC-MESSL, the proposed source separation method that models both the comb filter and IC, outperforms the baseline (i.e. the MESSL method [17] ), when applied to any of the four datasets. Furthermore, it provides better performance if compared to the other proposed methods. However, for the DWRC dataset, the other proposed method IC-MESSL produces the highest SDR. This is due to strong reflections arriving from different directions with respect to the direct sound, which corresponds to a lower impact of the comb filter effect [15] . Observing PESQ in Table III , in general, the two proposed methods that model the IC (i.e. IC-MESSL and ERIC-MESSL) have comparable results, and are both better than the other methods. However, in acoustically controlled environments, such as Vislab, the first reflection direction is initialized more accurately by ISDAR, and the comb filter model performs better, with ERIC-MESSL having a higher PESQ. This shows the importance of an accurate initialization of the GMM parameters. Similar trends are reported in Table IV , where the ESTOIs related to the proposed methods are greater than the baseline. ESTOI results show ERIC-MESSL to be the best proposed method, providing a greater intelligibility for every dataset.
In general, DWRC and Studio1 are more challenging datasets, producing low SDR, PESQ and ESTOI values for every tested method. The reason can be found in Table II : they have low DRRs and narrow AVG-TISAs. Low DRR entails difficulties for each of the algorithms, since the IPD curve, that was described in Fig. 3 , is highly distorted by the strong reverberation. At the same time, narrow AVG-TISA affects the overall results, since small angles between target and interferer correspond to small variations between the IPD and ILD cues related to the two signals in the mixture. Assuming the Υ SDR results of each dataset as being normally distributed, the paired t-test was performed to determine whether the results, generated through the three proposed methods, are significantly different from the ones obtained by MESSL. In Table V , the p-values are reported. They represent the probability of rejecting the hypothesis that the two sets under investigation are statistically different (i.e. a low p-value means that the two of the manuscript, which is about the importance of considering early reflection information when constructing a source separation model. For the four datasets, the SDR results can also be reported as a function of the target source location, as shown in Fig. 8 . For each target source position, within the dataset, the SDR is calculated by considering each of the correspondent interferer locations. Then, the obtained SDRs are averaged over these interferer positions, leading to one result for each target source location. Due to the cone of confusion, which is well-known for IPD based localization methods [67] , it is not possible to discriminate between the IPD of two sources lying at the same lateral angle. Therefore, results are reported in terms of lateral angle, rather than azimuth. Apart from DWRC, the general trend of the results suggests that source separation performs better in situations where the target is frontal to the listener. This situation was, in fact, one of the classical assumptions made to evaluate source separation methods [17] . By reporting results as in Fig. 8 , we overcome this assumption. The proposed ERIC-MESSL performs better than the others for almost every position of the target source. For the few positions where it is not the best, either the proposed IC-MESSL or ER-MESSL has higher SDRs. In DWRC, the loudspeaker positioned at 27 • stood next to a chest of drawers, that produces scattering. This conflicts with the overall assumption of having reflections with a dominant specular component. Therefore, the localization of the first reflection, for modeling the comb filter, is affected by estimation errors. Similar to 0 • in DWRC and 27 • in Studio1, for −37 • in BBC UL, strong lateral reflections arrive before those from the direct sound direction, making the IC dominate the comb filtering effect [15] . Similar results can be observed in Fig. 9 , where the PESQ results are reported as a function of the target source location. It is evident how the proposed ERIC-MESSL, which combines the two proposed models, outperforms, in general the baseline MESSL [17] . Furthermore, these PESQ results also show what was already observed in Fig. 8 for the SDRs (and discussed above), ERIC-MESSL mainly suffers when early reflections are not completely specular. The majority of the setups that we tested, had a certain configuration that produced, as the first reflection, the one corresponding to the floor (i.e. having same azimuth as the direct sound). Nevertheless, in BBC UL, DWRC, and Studio1, there are cases where the first arriving reflection has a different direction of arrival (DOA) than the direct sound (i.e. coming from a lateral wall). The proposed model does not make any assumption regarding the direction of the reflections, however, the condition that better matches the idea behind it (i.e. a strong comb filter effect) is given by the case of direct sound and early reflection coming from the same direction. To better show the strength of the proposed models, in Table VI , we show the results of the experiments by considering only those situations where direct sound and first reflection have the same DOA. These results show that our methods outperform MESSL with a much wider difference than the overall results in Table III , and ERIC-MESSL is the best.
To analyze the effect of separation angle, the source separation performance was calculated with the frontal loudspeaker (0 • azimuth) as the target source, and varying the interferer. The results are reported in Fig. 10 , as is typical in the literature for source separation [17] , [41] , [42] . This kind of visualization allows a better understanding of the source separation performance by varying TISA. By observing the results of Vislab and BBC UL (datasets having loudspeaker positions around the listener), the proposed ERIC-MESSL consistently provides the highest performance. However, for the extreme cases of TISA (i.e. 90 • in Vislab and 70 • in BBC UL), the proposed IC-MESSL performs better. This behavior is best seen in the proposed ER-MESSL results. As for ERIC-MESSL, ER-MESSL is better than IC-MESSL for almost every TISA, apart from the extreme cases (i.e. 90 • in Vislab and 70 • in BBC UL). Therefore, we can conclude that the comb filter is, on average, more effective than the IC, apart from large TISAs. For both DWRC and Studio1, all the methods show degradation at low TISA. This is a common source separation problem [17] . Studio1 is also confirmed to be problematic, with SDR lower than 1 dB, for every method. Regarding the overall computational complexity, the average run time, for a code run in MATLAB R2014b on Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-2600 CPU @3.40 GHz, 16 GB RAM PC is 55 s for ERIC-MESSL and 8 s for MESSL [17] . The parameters are searched within a 7-D space in ERIC-MESSL, making it less efficient than MESSL, where the space was one dimensional.
1) Early Reflections and Deep Learning:
We now evaluate a DNN-based method that is representative of state-of-the-art approaches in speech separation. We modified this reference method to test the key point behind our main work: that the inclusion of early reflection information into source separation methods improves the performance. This test is intended to examine the potential for exploiting this information using a DNN approach, and give a preliminary validation. Further experiments are needed to explore the best way to incorporate early reflection information within DNN architectures for source separation, beyond the present preliminary integration.
The selected pipeline is based on the classic multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture, as presented in [68] . A similar architecture can be also found in [69] . In our implementation, the MLP has two hidden layers, containing 1024 leaky rectified linear units (ReLU) each. We employed batch normalisation (BN) layers [70] to accelerate convergence, and Adam optimizer [71] with He initialization [72] . The binary crossentropy was used as loss function. The mini-batch size was set to 1000.
Recordings from two male speakers and two female speakers in the TIMIT dataset [61] were used for our experiment. For each of these speakers, ten sentences were randomly selected. The binaural mixtures were generated by convolving the randomly chosen utterances with BRIRs recorded in Vislab. The BRIRs used were the ones recorded for the angles at 0 • , ±30 • and ±60 • . To create the mixtures, each of the 4 speakers was combined to the other 3. For each of these 12 combinations, we associated These 24000 samples comprising the dataset represent all combinations of the BRIR directions convolved with the individual utterances. A distinct set of direction-utterance samples was used for testing and training, although all directions and some utterances did overlap (but not any specific combination). The performance of the methods tested here would likely decrease when generalizing to new unseen utterances and BRIRs, which is however beyond the scope of the present tests. In fact, as mentioned above, this DNN experiment is to demonstrate that, by adding information about early reflections, supervised deep learning based source separation method can also be improved, over the case where only the direct sound is considered, as we observed in the main novelty of this article, i.e. the GMM based unsupervised method.
The training was performed by providing the features related to the IPD as input to the network, and matching with the ORACLE masks in output. In both models, the IPD features were calculated through the approach in Sections III and IV. To evaluate the improvement given by the early reflection information, we have trained one model that considers only the direct sound information [68] , and a novel one which we propose to also incorporate the early reflections. The ORACLE masks in output to the training stage were generated from Equation (28), by considering E tar l (n, ω) and E int l (n, ω) related to the direct sound for the model used as in [68] , and direct sound plus early reflections for our model. This was done by segmenting the related BRIRs through a Hamming window (5 ms, and 30 ms, respectively).
During the test, the masks predicted by the networks are used to separate the sounds, by employing Equation (23) . Results are reported in Table VII . There, it is shown how the model containing information about the early reflections offers better performance with respect to the pipeline which considers only direct sound, for every metric (i.e. SDR, PESQ and ESTOI).
This has demonstrated the key idea of the manuscript: early reflections carry important information that is helpful for improving the performance of speech separation models, including both unsupervised (e.g. MESSL) and supervised techniques (e.g. DNNs). However, it is important to stress that MESSL [17] and the methods proposed in Section VI are unsupervised techniques, hence do not need any labeling. Therefore, it is inappropriate to directly compare the results in Table VII with  those in Tables III and IV. VIII. CONCLUSION Two room properties (i.e. early reflections and late reverberation) have been modeled for source separation. Depending on whether they are modeled individually or together, three novel source separation methods have been proposed: ER-MESSL, that models the comb filter effect; IC-MESSL, that models the IC; ERIC-MESSL, that combines the two models together.
Experiments were performed by recording four reverberant environments, and comparing the source separation performance of the proposed methods with MESSL's [17] . In general, the proposed ERIC-MESSL outperforms all the other methods. With respect to MESSL, the improvement given by ERIC-MESSL, averaged over the four tested datasets, is about 10% for SDR and 2% for PESQ. It was also shown, by running t-tests, that the ERIC-MESSL results are statistically different from MESSL's. Moreover, this experimental analysis revealed that low DRRs and narrow AVG-TISAs led to a degradation of the results. In addition, results were also observed by varying both the target source and interferer positions. Also in this case, it was consistently observed that ERIC-MESSL is, in general, the better model. We conclude that modeling together the comb filter effect and IC is helpful for improving the performance of classical source separation methods. Furthermore, we have also reported an experiment undertaken by including early reflection information into a DNN based state-of-the-art source separation method. Results showed a great improvement, thus confirming the importance of incorporating the early reflection information into both unsupervised and supervised source separation methods.
Future work may be conducted on extending the methods to multichannel arrays of microphones. Furthermore, a combination of audio-visual sensing may be explored, to tackle problematic scenarios where the interferer has a higher level than the target. The proposed models could also be applied to other popular approaches, such as NMF.
